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New Products
Over the last several months InLogis has introduced several new products that are targeted for high- end
commercial and residential installations. We also now have some new products that are required for every Public
Safety Radio Enhancement System to meet the NFPA-72 and NFPA-1221 fire codes.
We are distributing a new line of Industrial quality broadband bi-directional amplifiers that provide performance
equal to or better than those in the Wilson/weBoost or Surecall lineups at very competitive pricing. In addition,
we offer one-stop shopping providing antennas, splitters and couplers that can fulfill all of your needs for any
installation.
Our turnkey whole-system approach includes custom wiring and installation drawings, tower-site link analysis
and indoor coverage simulations / predictions. Plus all required equipment and accessories for each of your
projects. Unlike others, we do not have a ‘one-size fits all’ solution as we custom configure each your kits for
easy ‘plug and play’ operation.
If you buy from us you don’t have to be an RF engineer, be ‘certified’, attend any classes or purchase
expensive test equipment. If you can install coax cable, you can make money with our systems.
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NFPA Compliant Public Safety Radio Enhancement
System Monitoring Unit and Annunciator Panel
The

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
standards have now been adopted in the last few
years by most cities and states in the US that cover
the design, installation and testing of in-building
Public Safety Radio Signal Enhancement Systems.
Thes standards enable first responders to communicate reliably inside buildings with their two-way
radios. Most municipalities have made these
standards part of their building codes for structures
larger than 50,000 sq feet. In order for building
owners to receive their certificate of occupancy (CO)
from the local fire department, the building must pass
the rigorous requirements in these specifications
(NFPA-72 and/or NFPA-1221). The requirements are
also addressed in the International Fire Code (IFC)
which is cited in many fire codes. If the building
cannot meet these requirements, it cannot be
occupied. So the demand for these systems (which
are very similar to cellular phone signal boosters and
operate on nearby frequencies) is very high.
One of the requirements is that there be a dedicated
panel located in the fire control room (or near the
Bi-directional amplifier in some city codes) that
monitors the status of the Radio Enhancement
System and provides fault notification to the building’s
master fire alarm system. So if there is a fault, the
appropriate corrective action can be taken before
there is an emergency.
The panel must have the capability to monitor and display the status of the following functions of the Radio
Enhancement System:
 Performance of the Bi-Directional Amplifier (does it have power and is it operating normally ?)
 Status of the outdoor donor antenna (is it connected to the system and are there any shorts or
open circuits in the cable leading to it?)
 Is normal AC primary power available to the system?
 Is secondary backup battery power available to the system upon the loss of primary power?
 Is the battery charger working normally?
 Is the backup battery properly charged and does it have the capacity to power the system?
 Is the panel properly communicating with tall he Radio Enhancement System components?
Our new Model NFPA-1221 unit meets all of these requirements and can be easily installed and economically
integrated into any system. It is housed in a small NEMA-4 enclosure that measures only 10” H x 8 ‘’ W x 4” D
that can be wall mounted. It also includes its own battery backup that provides up to 72 hours of reserve power.

Most new buildings over 50.000 sq feet must meet the Public
Safety Radio Signal strength requirements of the National
Fire Protection Codes (NFPA-72 and /or NFPA-1221) or the
building cannot be occupied.
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Industrial Strength Broadband Bi-Directional
Amplifiers
This amplifier series is tailored to fit into a wide variety of installations that require good

gain and exceptional
downlink output power for installations employing a large number of indoor antennas. We have models that
produce good coverage in buildings up to 200,000 sq ft with a single amplifier that can support as many as 200
simultaneous users in each of the 5 bands our 3G / 4G amplifiers operate. They are all implemented with a
very sophisticated Automatic Level Control (ALC) system that is designed to make installation, setup and
commissioning a virtual ‘plug and play’ experience. The amplifiers are all equipped with automatic shut down
protection against system oscillation, but the ALC gain control system is configured to deal with almost any
antenna isolation problem by reducing the amplifier’s gain to eliminate most feed back situations.
Broadband class B amplifiers like this are a much lower cost solution to most DAS installations versus the
much more expensive class A amplifiers that employ digital filtering to enable selective carrier by carrier
amplification. The indoor signal strength of both are the same, but the expensive narrow band amplifiers can
deal with all kinds of interference problems that may be encountered, especially in locations that have a very
busy and dense RF environment (typically urban). So it’s important to do a good site survey prior to
installation so we can select the proper amplifier and outdoor antenna for your job.
Our class B broadband amps are not rated for consumer use and must be professionally installed and
operated in compliance with all FCC regulations regarding the use of Industrial class booster systems.

SKU 57223

SKU 58327

Industrial Strength Broadband Amplifier Specifications

InLogis Sku

58327

57223

57020

56517

27020

5
5
5
5
LTE (Bands 13, LTE (Bands 13, LTE (Bands 13, LTE (Bands 13,
17)
17)
17)
17)

Bands
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Cellular

Cellular

Cellular

Cellular

Cellular

PCS

PCS

PCS

PCS

PCS

AWS

AWS

AWS

AWS

Maximum Gain
(Adjustable)
Uplink

80 dB

68 dB

65 dB

65 dB

65 dB

Downlink

83 dB

72 dB

70 dB

65 dB

70 dB

20 dBm

17 dBm

17 dBm

17 dBm

17 dBm

Maximum Power
Output
Uplink
Downlink

27 dBm
Max Coverage 200,000 sq ft

23 dBm

20 dBm

17 dBm

20 dBm

50,000 sq ft

30,000 sq ft

12,000 sq ft

30,000 sq ft
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Fiber Optic Cables
Enable Installations
that would be
impossible with
Coax

Fiber DAS vs Coax DAS
Classic

Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS) use coaxial cables of various lengths and diameter to
interconnect all of the amplifiers, antennas and signal splitters. However long runs of coaxial cable can be
expensive to install and can create problems with high signal losses if the cable lengths are over a few
hundred feet. For installations in larger buildings and campuses frequently fiber optic cables are used to
interface between the bi-directional amplifiers which are distributed throughout the venue close to the
indoor antennas they drive. These types of systems are commonly referred to as ‘Fiber DAS’. This
technology enables installations that would be impossible to implement with coax.
Besides being very easy to install, fiber optic cables can be more economical than typical coax. For
example, ½” low-loss coax can run $1.50 per foot vs fiber that runs as low as $0.17 per foot. The low
cable and installation cost can sometimes easily offset the cost of the active transceivers (such as our
FOT-1) that are required at each end of the cable performing the optical to RF conversions. A typical fiber
link can transmit up to 10 km with little or no loss.

This transceiver coverts RF signals to optical transmissions.
By using Wave Division Multiplexing (WDM) it allows
simultaneous transmission of uplink and downlink signals
on a single fiber optic strand.
Model FOT-1
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